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Abstract� In this paper� we investigate the links between planning and plans
execution� We propose a new approach 	Propice�Plan
 which integrates both
activities� It implements supervision and execution capabilities� combined with
di�erent planning techniques�

� plan synthesis to complement existing operational plans and
� anticipation planning to advise the execution for the best option to take

when facing choices 	by anticipating plans execution
� and to forecast prob�
lems that may arise due to unforeseen situations�

This approach relies on a common language to represent plans� actions� oper�
ational procedures and constraints� In particular� the description we propose
makes transitions between planning activities and execution seamless�
This work is used in two complex real�world problems� planning and control
for autonomous mobile robots� and for the transition phases of a blast furnace�

� Introduction

For years� the AI planning community has developed a wide range of techniques for
plan generation� With few exceptions� this great amount of work did not take into
account the issue of plan execution nor the impact execution may have on the planning
process itself� Nevertheless� recent works study the links between plan synthesis and
their execution� This point is indeed critical when tackling real�world problems� since
several simplifying assumptions used in o��line planning reveal to be far too optimistic�

� the environment cannot be considered as static� unexpected events may occur
during plan synthesis or its execution� thus invalidating parts of it� if not all�

� when performing planned actions� execution failures may occur� thus� the planner
should take them into account to adapt its plan�

These observations motivated important research studies in order to relax some of
these assumptions� probabilistic planning �Kushmeric et al�� 	

��� possibilistic plan�
ning �Gu�er�e and Alami� 	


�� conditional planning �Pryor and Collins� 	

�� Markov
decision processes �Ge�ner and Bonet� 	

�� and transformational planning �Beetz
and McDermott� 	

��� among others� can handle uncertainty about the environment
states and possible actions outcomes� Nevertheless� these approaches still concentrate
mostly on the planning process�

On the opposite side� systems and techniques dealing with plans execution have
also been developed� PRS �Ingrand et al�� 	

�� RAPS �Firby� 	

��� However� these
approaches do not provide any planning activity� and fail when encountering new goals
for which no explicit method is provided�

Some work has already been done to combine planning and execution� In �Wilkins
et al�� 	

�� Myers� 	

��� the authors de�ne the ACT language� a superset of the

� Part of this work is funded under contract with Usinor�Sollac� SACHEM Project�
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languages used in SIPE and PRS� But the resulting system is more a concatenation
of SIPE and PRS algorithms than a combined approached� �T �Bonasso et al�� 	

���
based on RAPS and the Adversarial Planner �AP�� provides similar features in addition
to a reactive skills manager� In �Levinson� 	

��� the author presents Propel� which
provides a uni�ed representation for anticipation planning and execution� but here
also� the operators appear to be used by either planning or execution� but not both�

Propice�Plan� the approach we propose� combines an execution model based on
PRS� and various planning techniques �plan synthesis and anticipation planning� in a
uni�ed framework� In this paper� we use the term OP �operational plan� as the result
of a planning activity� but also an operational procedure de�ned by a domain expert�

��� Application Domains

Propice�Plan is intended to be applied to perform dynamic planning and plan execu�
tion in real�world applications� Our study is motivated by an industrial collaboration
for aided transition operations for a blast furnace �such as shutting it down for main�
tenance�� These transition phases last several hours �eight hours to stop a furnace
when no problem occurs�� Such a process represents a dynamic continuous system
for which action execution e�ects are poorly modelled� Nevertheless� human opera�
tors make use of a large body of operational plans which guide them through these
transitional phases� They include conditional branching� loops� sub�goal posting and
re�nement� The set of all empirical plans represent the known paths to reach an objec�
tive� Our participation to real shutdown operations revealed that following operational
plans is not su�cient and planning new sequences of actions or forecasting particular
situations may help to produce better plans�

Beyond this particular application� we also use Propice�Plan on our autonomous
mobile robots� Indeed� we have been using PRS for supervision and execution con�
trol �Ingrand et al�� 	

�� However� as pointed out by the authors in �Alami et al��
	

��� robotics applications also require planning activities to synthesise a particular
sequence of actions to achieve certain goals� But here also� we would like to use the
large body of operational plans already available for execution and control to examine
and plan decision choices in advance�

��� Issues

Complex applications such as autonomous robots or the furnace domain require dif�
ferent kinds of planning techniques� In case of situations for which the expert did not
specify operational plans or for which they failed� the system should try to synthesise
a new one� based on the declarative information of existing operational plans �we will
refer to this kind of planning as plan synthesis��

Besides� the execution of some operational plans may lead to critical states or may
be ine�cient to reach a goal in some cases� We want our system to provide some
kind of look�ahead capabilities� based on these plans and their execution model� in
order to advise the execution of the best option ahead� but also to opportunistically
adapt plans� On contrary to XFRM �Beetz and McDermott� 	

��� adaptations are
not provided by a user�de�ned set of transformation rules� but directly derived from
the model of operational plans� We will refer to this kind of planning as anticipation
planning�

These planning activities must take into account changes in the world during the
planning itself� and also produce robust plans�

Planning and execution must be integrated seamlessly� For example� from a reac�
tivity point of view� planning should be interruptible and execution should remain the
highest priority activity� From the data structure point of view� planning and execution
should use a common language for plans� operators and also constraints�

The rest of this paper is organised as follows� Section � presents the overall organ�
isation of Propice�Plan� the data structures and functional modules� We introduce the
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plan� operator and constraint representation in Section �� followed by a brief presen�
tation of the execution module in Section �� Section � describes the planning module
and Section  the anticipation module� which are the two planning approaches we have
integrated and implemented� Section � concludes the paper and proposes some future
work�

� Propice�Plan Organisation
The overall architecture of our applications corresponds to the one presented in �Alami
et al�� 	

��� This section focuses on the organisation of the decisional level and sketches
the various data structures and functional components �see Fig� 	��
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Fig� �� Organisation of the various components�

The data structures used by the functional components follows�
� The database represents the current state of the world� as sensed by the system�
It is automatically updated as new events occur� Moreover� this database provides a
mechanism to handle multiple world developments� in order to enable the anticipation
modules to simulate possible plan executions�
� The OPs set is initialised with the operational plans and operators which are in�
terpreted by the execution module when receiving particular events or goals� This set
can be supplemented with new OPs produced by the planning module on request�

The functional components are�
� The execution module �Em� executes the OPs in a structure containing their execu�
tion state in response to events or to explicit goals given by the user� It is also able to
recognise failures when achieving a particular goal� and then may request a new plan
from the planning module�
� The anticipation module �Am� is based on the current state of the execution struc�
ture� It simulates the execution of the OPs and evaluates the various outcomes of the
di�erent possible simulation paths to guide the Em if possible� These outcomes are
stored and ordered according to their estimated adequacy to the current situation in
the anticipation structure which is also consulted and updated by the Em �
� The planning module �Pm� is currently composed of the IPP planner �Koehler et

al�� 	

��� When asked to achieve a particular goal state� it uses the database and the
set of OPs to produce a new one�

� Plans and Operators Representation
Like Propel �Levinson� 	

��� one of the goals of this work is to provide a uni�ed
representation� OPs� for planning and execution control� i�e� for operational plans and
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operators� We illustrate this representation� inspired to some extend by the PDDL
formalism �McDermott et al�� 	

��� with an OP �see Fig� �� from the blast furnace
application��

	defop jPurge Fluid Transferj
�invocation 	� 	in �down�sec purge��uid


�call 	�� 	Purge�Fluid�Transfer �up�sec�section �down�sec�section


�context 		� 	upstream�section �down�sec �up�sec



	� 	in �up�sec purge��uid

 	� 	in �down�sec nil



�e�ects 		�� 	status �up�sec purged

 	�� 	in �up�sec nil



	�� 	in �down�sec nil

 	�� 	in �up�sec purge��uid


	�� 	status �down�sec purged
 	status �down�sec purged




�properties 	

�body 		� 	upstream�valve �down�sec �up�valve



	� 	downstream�valve �down�sec �down�valve


	� 	valve�position �down�valve cl

  close downstream valve
	if 	� 	drain�valve �down�sec �drain�valve



	� 	valve�position �drain�valve cl


  close drain valve
	� 	valve�position �up�valve op

  open upstream valve
	� 	elapsed�time 	time
 ���ll�in�delay


	� 	valve�position �up�valve cl



  close upstream valve

Fig� �� Example of OP�

I Notation

Symbols pre�xed with � denote logical variables ��� denotes global variables�� Vari�
able typing is allowed� �syntax �variable���type���
Modal operators may be used for goals to achieve ���� tests ��� or waiting ����
��� �� �respectively ��� ��� assert or retract facts systematically �respectively
under some condition indicated by the �rst expression��
I Declarative Information

The following �elds represent the context of use of an OP and its known e�ects�
Invocation �eld� This corresponds to the main e�ect of an OP� An OP may be
goal�triggered �its invocation part is pre�xed with ���� like in the example above� or
event�triggered �without ���� see Fig� ���
Call �eld� This �eld is available to uniquely identify the OP and to bind all variables
upon calling �indeed� di�erent OPs may have the same invocation part�� It allows
the system to call the OP directly �thus avoiding the standard triggering��ltering
mechanism��
Context �eld� This �eld gathers all preconditions required to apply the OP� As
suggested in the PDDL formalism� we provide �ltering conditions �pre�xed with ���
feasible conditions �pre�xed with �� which may be made true by an other OP� and
also maintain conditions �pre�xed with ��� which must remain true during the OP
execution�
E�ect �eld� This �eld contains the expected e�ects �apart from the one expressed
in the invocation �eld� of a successful OP execution� Note that it is possible to use
conditional e�ects�
Properties �eld� Some OPs may not be suitable for a particular module �Am � Pm��
this can be speci�ed by setting a particular property in this �eld�
I Terminology

Based on the �eld de�nitions above� we de�ne some terms used in the following sec�
tions�

� In this application� one has to manage a complex pipes network� in which various gas and
liquids �ow� This particular OP speci�es how to transfer purge �uid from a pipe section
	�up�sec
 to the next downstream one 	�down�sec
�
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An OP is relevant for a goal �or a fact� if its invocation part uni�es with it�
An OP is applicable if it is relevant and there exists a valid uni�cation of the context�
An OP is potentially applicable if it is relevant and there exists a uni�cation satisfying
all the �ltering conditions of its context�
An OP is non applicable if it is relevant and there is an unsatis�ed �ltering conditions

in its context�
I Executive Information

An OP also contains informations describing what has to be done to execute it� It is
either an action �eld �linked to an external execution code�� or a body �eld� the body is
a sequence of subgoals to satisfy �test� achieve� wait� if they are not already established
in the current situation� combined with conditional constructs and loops �if�then�else�
while� repeat�� and also parallelism �expressed with ���� Execution heuristics may be
speci�ed to favour an OP among various applicable ones�

The body described in the example can therefore be interpreted as follows� �De�
termine the upstream and the downstream valves of the section �down�sec� close the
downstream one� close the possibly existing drain valve� open the upstream one� wait
for a given duration �corresponding to the time it usually takes to �ll in a section�� at
last� close the upstream valve��
I Discussion

Unlike HTN representation �Nau et al�� 	


� Currie and Tate� 	

	�� OPs emphasise
the dynamic and execution aspects of operational plans� For example one can explicitly
write an OP which loops over a sequence of subgoals until a condition is true� or which
follows one execution path or another according to a condition�

The OP description is limited to its abstraction level� regardless of lower level
information� for example� the OP above does not clarify the valves positions in the
context or effects �elds� In this sense� the OP representation is incomplete� and
corresponds to the relaxed models �Yang� 	

�� used in hierarchical planning� Even if
a sequence of OPs seems correct for some level of abstraction� interaction problems
between e�ects and expected preconditions may arise at lower ones� Although it may
be possible for each OP to compile o��line its extended effects and context �elds�
with respect to OPs used in its body� this technique would lead to a prohibiting number
of highly speci�c OPs� Another solution is developed in x �

At last� as shown on Fig� �� the representation proposed here makes it possible to
de�ne domain�speci�c constraints �ex� for security��

	defconst jUpper Bound For Surface Temperaturej
�invocation 	surface�temperature �bf�furnace �temp�temperature�threshold

�context 		� 	greater �temp ��max�surf�temp



�body 	�� 	� 	coal�load�policy �bf suspend



	� 	vapor�injection �bf 	� ��u�vap 	val�temp �temp





Fig� �� Example of constraint�

� Supervision and Execution Control
The Em uses all the data structures presented in Fig� 	� Its algorithms are heavily
inspired from the PRS and we invite the reader to check �Ingrand et al�� 	

�� Ingrand
et al�� 	

� for a more detailed account of how it works� Roughly� its main loop runs
as follows� it takes into account new events in the database and new goals� It checks
sleeping and maintained conditions in the execution structure� selects appropriate
OPs and constraints according to these new events or goals� and the recommendations
given by the anticipation structure� Then� it places the selected OPs in its execution
structure to execute them �step by step to make the execution loop tight�� It results
in a primitive action� the assertion of new facts in the database� or the establishment
of a new goal�
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The Em di�ers from PRS in various ways� It explicitly takes into account the
recommendations made by the Am in the anticipation structure �either OP � uni�cation
choice� and updates the anticipation structure accordingly� Moreover� it may request
a new OP from the Pm when it has to achieve a goal or a conjunction such that no
corresponding OP is successfully applicable�

� Plan synthesis

As mentioned in Section 	� one of our goal is to use and integrate� when possible�
existing e�cient planning paradigms� We choose one of Graphplan �Blum and Furst�
	

�� successors� IPP �Koehler et al�� 	

��� which provides some interesting extensions
for real world applications�

��� Principle

When Propice�Plan has to face a situation for which there is no applicable OP� it
may request help from the Pm � This planner takes as inputs the current contents of
the database �initial state�� the desired situation �goal�� and the OPs available for
planning�

For each OP� the Pm only uses the declarative informations �see Section ��� If no
solution is found� it reports a failure� Otherwise� a plan is sent as a new OP �in the
OPs set� with a body corresponding to the sequence of OPs to execute �referenced
by their call �elds�� and with its context set to the conjunction of the facts which
entail the plan �such conjunction is computed during the �nal backchaining process
in IPP�� Then� the Em will check the returned plan context �i�e� its applicability�
before executing it� since the environment state may have evolved since the plan was
produced� Fig� � shows an OP synthesised by the Pm �

	defop jIPP air�regulation bf� thres������ 	�
j
�invocation 	� 	air�regulation bf� thres������


�context 		� 	status reg�� ok

 	� 	air�feeder reg��



� � � 	� 	bf�regulation reg�� bf�



�body 		�� 	�� 	Downstream�Section�Connection c�� reg�� tc�



	�� 	Upstream�Section�Connection c�� reg�� tc�



	�� 	Regulation�Feeder reg�� reg�� sw�


� � �
	�� 	Air�Regulation bf� reg�� thres������




�properties 		op�type synthesised




Fig� �� Example of a plan returned by the Pm�

��� Selecting Relevant Information

Planners based on Graphplan algorithm su�er from a drastic drop in performance
when the number of operators and the size of the initial state increase �Nebel et al��
	

��� Contrary to most �toy� examples where planning problems are well�conditioned�
our applications have a wide range of OPs available for planning and a large number
of facts used to describe the current state� As a consequence� we need an e�ective
selection method to preserve IPP e�ciency�

Our �rst attempt consisted in using the RIFO technique in IPP �Nebel et al�� 	

��

to determine all operators and initial facts that seem relevant to the goal� Although
this is very e�ective in most cases� it does not preserve the solution existence for
some problems �which we encountered�� this leads us to consider another method�
o��line preprocessing is used to cluster the set of OPs according to their effects and
context �elds� As OPs are loaded in Propice�Plan� various clusters can be determined
by analysing the attributes and the types of the variables in those �elds� For the sake
of concision� this technique will not be developed in this paper�
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��� Monitoring the Initial State

The environment being dynamic� the Pm has to monitor changes occurring in the
database which may invalidate the initial state on which the planning graph is being
built� This state is in fact restricted to those attributes described in the declarative
informations of the selected OPs� We have been studying a technique to adapt the Pm
planning graph on the �y � the underlying idea is to stop the planning process in a stable
state �ie� in the latest proposition level developed so far� once it has been complemented
with mutual exclusive relations among its node� see �Blum and Furst� 	

�� for more
details� and clean o� the rest of the graph� Then� starting from the initial proposition
level� we remove successively all outdated facts� with the mutex relations they were
possibly linked to� all operators they were precondition of �including noop�� and restart
the process for the next proposition level to remove all e�ects of deleted operators�
This will stop when an empty level or the very last propositional one has been reached�
The next step consists in completing the �rst proposition level with the missing facts
described in the initial state� and restart IPP s forward�chaining process to complete
its successors until the goal is found� At last� the plan search in the graph is performed
as in IPP original algorithm� Unfortunately� this method does not guarantee the plan
synthesis ending� In such a situation� we claim that the knowledge elements used for
planning are inadequate with respect to the application environment dynamic�

��� Constraints Management

As illustrated on Fig� �� Propice�Plan provides means to express the constraints of the
domain� Thus� the Pm provides basic constraint management mechanisms� Constraints
�for instance �surface�temperature 	temp
 with �temp higher than ��max�surf�
temp� are checked successively for each proposition level� when building the planning
graph� If one is violated� the undesired facts are discarded in the current propositional
level by use of IPP s Mutex relations �inherited from Graphplan s��

Of course� this technique is inadequate for constraints between more than two
facts� and only unary and binary constraints are taken into account in Propice�Plan�
However� this did not reveal too restrictive for the applicative domains we encoded so
far� Moreover� this approach could be complemented with recent works using dynamic
CSP techniques during the plan extraction phase �Kambhampati� 	


��

� Anticipation Planning

The Am uses the OPs set and the database to simulate and examine in advance a
number of possible options available to the system ahead of the execution�
It provides two types of information useful to the Em �

� it can evaluate in advance choices in order to advise the Em for the best option with
respect to the current state of the system� and the set of projections developed so
far �cf� �	��

� it can anticipate some unsatis�ed preconditions to come� and try to establish them
with an adequate opportunistic strategy �cf� ����

Supervision and execution systems such as those mentioned in Section 	 do not
perform explicit planning� They merely choose among possible available options at run�
time �such as di�erent applicable plans for a speci�c goal� without any projection of
the current situation in the future� Our goal is to take advantage of the large number
of OPs available and of the spare time left while performing control execution and
supervision��

� For example� a blast furnace shutdown lasts eight hours and the supervision�execution
process is idle most of the time� However� when a decision has to be taken� the response
time must not exceed one minute�
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The whole idea of anticipation planning is thus based on the simulation of OPs ex�
ecutive information� However� one has to keep in mind that some actions� mostly those
related to sensing the value of an attribute� are non deterministic� As a consequence�
we need to treat these attributes accordingly�

	�� Guiding the Em Through Choice Points

Choices and Preferences For a given goal� the Em uses execution heuristics to
choose among various applicable and relevant OPs for the most trustworthy one�
though suited for most situations� the selected operational plan is generally more
expensive than others �in terms of execution duration� resources������ The �rst role of
the Am is thus to evaluate such choice points before the Em� with anticipation heuris�
tics indicating less reliable but possibly cost�e�ective OPs� The corresponding results
are gathered and regularly updated in the anticipation structure which contains all
the projections examined so far� which will be consulted later by the Em when it faces
a choice point� If the anticipation structure contains an option that led to a successful
execution simulation� the Em uses it� Otherwise� the Em uses execution heuristics to
select an adequate OP�

A speci�c processing is required when loops and conditional branching are simu�
lated� Indeed� the condition value may be unpredictable due to non determinism �if
�� �! �nitrogen�"ow �nf� �� �nf 	���� � � � �� Then� there is no mean to foresee which
execution branch will be performed by the Em � Both branches are then simulated and
labeled with the corresponding constraints �here� one with a nitrogen "ow value less
than 	�� and one for the opposite��

Em and Am Interactions The initial state of the anticipation process is based
on the current environment state� Then� when evaluating all possible outcomes for
a choice point� the Am will develop di�erent states accordingly� these will in turn
lead to di�erent options� when the next choice point will be processed� Therefore� the
projections examined by the Am is structured as a projection tree �see Fig� ��� Then�
assigning instantiated OPs to choice points is equivalent to searching a path in this
tree� and search control is performed by anticipation heuristics�

In return� the Em synchronises the anticipation process with the actual environment
state by updating the database �and therefore the projection tree root�� Obsolete paths
are automatically cut o� by the anticipation structure� indeed� edges corresponding to
a choice option are systematically labeled with the condition enabling this option �for
example� when various OP instances are relevant for a goal� each outgoing edge from
the current choice point is labeled with the corresponding context �elds� see Fig� ���
Updates are processed every time the Em steps across a choice point even if it followed
the Am s advise to take unexpected events into account�

	�� Opportunistic Preconditions Achievement

The operational plans in the OPs set cover a wide range of expected situations in�
cluding emergency ones �see Fig� ��� Yet� if the Em keeps executing and re�ning OPs
without any anticipation� some preconditions required at a lower execution level may
lead to ine�cient plan� as they were unforeseen at the higher level�
� Detecting inadequacy� The Am detects an OP inadequacy if its execution simulation
failed� eg� one of the goal in its body �eld cannot be reached� If it occurs that the
relevant OPs for this goal are only potentially applicable �as de�ned in Section ��� the
Am will try to adapt the current plan�
� Fitting the current plan� This is done by inserting� at the best place in the current
plan� the proper OP which establishes the missing precondition�s�� This adaptation
should occur according to an opportunistic and conservative strategy� to modify the
original plan as little as possible and minimise harmful interactions due to these mod�
i�cations� The following example will illustrate these ideas�
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Example This example was inspired by a real problem that occurred during a furnace
shutdown� while purging a pipes network� A known defective section valve could not
be closed in time because the operational plan dealing with such valves requires an
operator with a special tool� Without anticipation� such precondition could not be
foreseen and an ine�cient plan execution resulted �indeed� the shutdown was delayed
by an half hour to send an operator on site��
I OPs and Initial State

To illustrate this� we introduce new OPs which body �not �gured� will not be sim�
ulated for the sake of concision� Two OPs set valves positions� either manually �for
defective valves that require assistance from an operator equipped with a toolbox�� or
automatically from a console� if the valve is not defective� The two others manage the
operator equipment and location�

	defop jAutomatic Valve Controlj
�invocation 		� 	valve�position �v �p



�call 	�� 	Automatic�Valve�Ctl �v�valve

�p�pos �old�p�pos


�context 		� 	status �v OK



	� 	valve�position �v �old�p


	� 	ope�loc CO


 at the console

�e�ects 		�� 	valve�position �v �old�p





	defop jGet Toolboxj
�invocation 		� 	has�toolbox



�call 	�� 	Get�Toolbox �l�location


�context 		� 	toolbox�loc �l



	� 	ope�loc �l



�e�ects 	



	defop jManual Valve Controlj
�invocation 		� 	valve�position �v �p



�call 	�� 	Manual�Valve�Ctl �v�valve

�p�pos �old�p�pos


�context 		� 	status �v defective



	� 	valve�position �v �old�p


	� 	has�toolbox


	� 	ope�loc �v




�e�ects 		�� 	valve�position �v �old�p





	defop jGo Toj
�invocation 		� 	ope�loc �dst



�call 	�� 	Go�To �dst�location �l�location


�context 		� 	connex �l �dst



	� 	ope�loc �l



�e�ects 		�� 	ope�loc �l



	�� 	has�toolbox
 	toolbox�loc �dst


	�� 	has�toolbox
 	toolbox�loc �l





A heuristic function is de�ned to minimise potentially dangerous human inter�
ventions �prefer jAutomatic Valve Controlj to jManual Valve Controlj�� Let us
consider a simple domain with two sections
�S	� S�� and three valves �G#� G	� G��� the
topology is described in the �gure �so the
related facts are not enumerated�� To sim�
plify� a valve refers both to an object and the
corresponding location� The initial state �I�

Operator

L TB

ToolboxFlow Stream

section S1 section S2
Purge Fluid nil

G0

Connexion links

G1 G2

Console

CO

is de�ned as follows� �valve�position Gi cl
i�f���g �valve�position G� op


�toolbox�loc TB
 �status Gi OK
i�f���g �status G� defective


�in S� purge�fluid
 �in S� nil
 �ope�loc L


I OP Analysis

When loading OPs in Propice�Plan� o��line processing makes it possible to determine
OP hierarchies and cluster them according to their abstraction level� This is then used
to guide plan adaptation as illustrated in this example� The following table presents
the corresponding two�level OP hierarchy� with related facts�

Higher level Purge�Fluid�Transfer in� status�section

Lower level Manual�Valve�Ctl�Get�Toolbox�
Automatic�Valve�Ctl�Go�To

valve�position�ope�loc�

status�valve�has�toolbox

I Projections

Suppose we simulate the execution of an OP such that the next goals are �� �ope�loc

CO

 �to control valves positions� and then �� �in S� nil

 �with the jMinimise
Human Risksj heuristic�� and the initial state is �I� described above� The projection
tree is represented in Fig� ��
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(! (valve-position G1 op))

GN 1
2
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2
2

1
1SN

SN
2
2

1GN
2

(? (upstream-section S2 S1))
(! (in S1 purge-fluid))

Purge-Fluid-T. S1 S2
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-(in S1 purge-fluid) -(in S2 nil)

(! (in S1 nil))
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2
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(? (connex L CO))
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+(ope-loc CO)
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(! (valve-position G2 cl))

-(valve-position G2 op)
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-(valve-position G1 cl)
+(valve-position G1 op)
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(? (valve-position G2 op))
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>
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2
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(? (status G1 OK))

(? (valve-position G1 cl))

Automatic-Valve-Ctl G1 op cl
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(I)
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2
3

(! (valve-position G1 cl))
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Manual-Valve-Ctl G1 op cl

(? (valve-position G1 cl))
(? (status G1 defective))
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3
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Fig� �� Example of a Projection Tree�

Projection trees are layered� with two kinds of nodes appearing alternatively� state
nodes represent the successive process states and goal nodes� Initially� the tree root
SN�

� is a state node representing the database contents� and its children correspond
to the sequence of invocations to be performed �here� there are therefore two goal
nodes GN�

� and GN�
� to simulate �� �ope�loc CO

 and �� �in S� nil

��

Projections are developed as follows� various OPs may be relevant for a non established

goal GN l
i � leading to new state nodes SN l��

j � the corresponding edges GN l
iSN

l��
j

are labeled with the instantiated call and context �elds� and ordered according to
heuristics� A new state node SN l��

j contents is only the di�erence with its parent state

node at level l� ��� �resp� ���� signs indicate added �resp� deleted� e�ects� according

to the declarative informations of the OP from edge GN l
iSN

l��
j � Then� goal nodes at

level l � 	 �GN l��
k nodes� are obtained by developing the body �eld of the OP from

edge GN l
iSN

l��
j � This process repeats until no state node could be further developed

�terminal node�� this occurs when the body �eld of the OP leading to this node is
empty or the OP is only simulated through its effects �eld �OP marked as not
relevant for anticipation�� Finally� a state node is completed if it is terminal� or all its
children are completed �AND�node semantic�� a goal node is completed if at least one
child is completed �OR�node related to choice points�� The simulation is considered
successful if the root node is completed� then� the Em can be advised for all these
choice points�

The result of the simulation process corresponds to thick edges and nodes in the
projection tree� Go�To and Purge�Fluid�Transfer are the only relevant OPs for ��

�ope�loc CO

 and �� �in S� nil

� and they are applicable� For the second one�
the body indicates that the goals �� �valve�position G� cl

� �� �valve�position

G� op

� and �� �valve�position G� cl

 must be achieved� Two OPs are relevant
for each of the �rst two ones� and the preferred one is Automatic�Valve�Ctl� which is
applicable for the goal �� �valve�position G� cl

 �goal node GN�

� �� Concerning
the goal �� �valve�position G� op

 �GN�

� �� the �rst relevant OP is non applicable�



��

and the second �Manual�Valve�Ctl� is only potentially applicable� Thus� adaptation
is necessary to establish the required conditions� �has�toolbox
 and �ope�loc G�
�

I Adaptation
The basic idea is to select a "aw �unsupported feasible condition�� look for all possible
�xing OPs� and add the most adequate one where it suits the best ��x selection and
positioning are performed at the same time� using a cost criterion�� The main step of
the adaptation algorithm are�

Step �� Let GN l
iSN

l��
j be the �rst potentially applicable OP appearing while developing the projec�

tion tree� and such that it is not marked as non recoverable� and the tree can still be repaired
�initially� all �aws are considered recoverable��
If no such OP exists� either there is a valid path in the tree �all inconsistencies are removed�
exit successfully�� or it is impossible to �x the �aw �report failure��

Step 	� Let S be the set of goal nodes AGNn
m that may �x the �aw GN l

iSN
l��
j � and added with

respect to hierarchy considerations� Set a causal link between every element AGNn
m in S and

GN l
iSN

l��
j � For every couple of elements in S� set a mutual exclusion link�

Step 
� For each element AGNn
m in S� develop all possible edges AGNn

mASN
n��
p OPs corresponding

to OPs relevant for AGNn
m� Associate to those edges their insertion cost� Let AGNn

mASN
n��
p

be the minimal relevant OP with regards to the associated costs�

Step �� If the insertion cost for AGNn
mASN

n��
p is in�nite� then determine the �aw GN l

iSN
l��
j that

led to AGNn
m addition �use causal links�� mark GN l

iSN
l��
j as non recoverable� remove all

goal nodes added because of GN l
iSN

l��
j �use causal links�� and go back to step �� Otherwise�

remove all goal nodes linked by a mutual exclusion relation to AGNn
m� and exit to restart the

anticipation process from node AGNn
m�

The �rst selected "aw is GN�
�SN

�
� �Step ��� and the condition to establish is ��

�has�toolbox

�Then� the set S of added goal nodes �Step �� is fAGN�
� � AGN

�
� � AGN

�
�g

�thin edges and nodes on the Fig� ��� no such goal node can be immediately before
GN�

� � because they do not belong to the same hierarchic level �in is higher than
has�toolbox�� Causal links between a "aw and its �xes are used to suppress all added
nodes if it appears that the "aw cannot be recovered� a mutual exclusion link indicates
that as soon as a correct �x is found� the others are useless� Edges developed in step

� are AGN�
�ASN

�
� � AGN�

�ASN
�
� and AGN�

�ASN
�
� � A cost is associated� estimating

the OP applicability� and the interactions it may have with the rest of the plan�

� Applicability factor� If the added OP is applicable� this factor is zero� if it is non�
applicable� it is set to �� otherwise� it is an estimate of the number of OPs needed
to establish invalid conditions� Instead of solving this planning problem� we focus
on a relaxed one where delete�lists are not taken into account� and conditional
e�ects are turned into systematic ones� the resulting plan may not be correct� but
it provides a rough idea of an added OP adequacy to the current situation�

� Interaction factor� If the e�ects of the inserted OP invalidate a condition re�
quired to execute another one �this is determined by using condition labels as�
sociated to edges�� this factor is set to the estimate number of OP needed to
re�establish it �same technique as above�� otherwise� it is zero�

In this example� the global cost for the �xes is�
Applicability Interaction

AGN�
�ASN

�
� � OPs� �Go�To TB L� � �Get�Toolbox TB� no OP

AGN�
�ASN

�
� � OPs� �Go�To L CO� � �Go�To TB L� � �Get�Toolbox TB� no OP

AGN�
�ASN

�
� � OPs� �Go�To L CO� � �Go�To TB L� � �Get�Toolbox TB� no OP

AGN�
�ASN

�
� is therefore selected� and the two others �xes removed 	step �
� The simulation

process is started again to update the projection tree 	indeed� new conditional e�ects may
have been triggered
 if simulation is unsuccessful� the adaptation process is run again� For



��

example� the next �aw will thus be AGN�
�ASN

�
� 	to establish �� �ope�loc TB��
� The �nal

plan is therefore to have the operator go and get the toolbox in TB� go to CO via L to control
the valve G�� and �nally go to G� 	via G�
 to man�uvre the defective valve�

Without anticipation planning� the Em would have closed G� and failed to open G�
it would have then requested help from the Pm� However� the additional actions from the
returned plan would have been more numerous than the ones added by the Am� since the
planning phase is launched after an actual execution failure 	the operator being at CO� he
would have had more moves to do to get the toolbox and go back to G�
� On the opposite�
anticipation provides rather light adaptations� which are integrated seamlessly in the original
procedure�

� Conclusion

The proposed approach addresses general issues about planning and execution in real�world
domains� Our work is meant to be generic and uses two di�erent case studies 	the blast furnace
and the autonomous robots domains
 which showed that one single planning technique is not
su�cient to cope with the wide variety of problems occurring in these domains� Therefore�
Propice�Plan combines existing approaches 	IPP for planning and Propice � an extended
version of C�PRS � for execution
 with new ones dealing with anticipation planning�

This paper presents several improvements for existing techniques to meet real�world re�
quirements� In particular� an e�cient information �ltering mechanism to select only relevant
facts and operators for a given planning problem a cooperative approach between the execu�
tion and planning modules to handle possible changes concerning the initial planning state
an anticipation of OPs execution to foresee problems to come and make choices in advance an
advisable execution module that takes external recommendations into account when facing
choices�

The OP formalism we adopted encompasses the notions of operational plans� operators
and even constraints� This language revealed suitable to encode a large body of knowledge
in a rather natural way� using classical preconditions�e�ects planning information but also
additional operational knowledge in a formalism similar to HTN� but including programming
language constructs 	loops� conditional branching
 and variables� This common representation
ensures seamless transitions between modules� However� this raises the problem of the logical
consistency between the various OP �elds used by these modules� Part of this checking may be
done using purely syntactic approaches� but other will require more formal logical techniques�
Nevertheless� Propice�Plan provides means to avoid dangerous states with constraint OPs�
which ensure that any con�ict state is detected at execution time� and is not planned explicitly
by the Am and the Pm�

In the future� we intend to study how to take some additional reasoning capabilities into
account� At this point� Propice�Plan handles explicit operations on dates and durations� and
wait � rendezvous synchronisations� but it is unable to manage time constraints propagation
as described in �Ghallab and Mounir�Alaoui� ���� � Similarly� better hypothetical reasoning
techniques are needed to handle conditional branching for anticipation� and dynamic CSP
techniques to cope with more general constraints� In addition� we intend to improve the
current implementation� which already runs on board our mobiles robots� to use it on site
for the blast furnace application 	Propice�Plan runs under Solaris� VxWorks and Linux
� In
both application� hundreds of OPs have been encoded and are used by the Em � The plans
produced by the Am shows a real gain over the generic plans 	eg� by preventing a furnace
shutdown delay
� Moreover� the Pm is used in the robot application to synthesise multi robots
plans �Botelho� ���� and in the furnace application to handle the pipes network con�guration�
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